The new and most versatile
camera carrying device

www.spiderholster.com

From hip to hands in a flash:
it will change the way you carry
your camera

The Spider Camera Holster™ was born out of a need. While
shooting long hours on various assignments—outdoor travel,
photojournalism and weddings, I felt a real need to free up my
neck, shoulders and back from camera strain caused by straps
and bags. I was looking for a solution that would better
accommodate my camera weight. That was the beginning of the
Spider Holster.
Smaller then the palm of your hand and Spider is designed to fit to
almost any belt. The pin screws into the bottom of any camera
(with any lens) and engages the Spider almost effortlessly, making
it easy to draw and fire in one smooth motion. With the hip as the
ideal place for your camera the best image is less than a second
away.
The Spider was developed to suit any type of photography in any
setting. So from the all-day pro event photographer to the
weekend warrior to any camera owner that simply wants their
hands and shoulders free and their camera handy, the Spider
Holster is the unique solution.

Shai Eynav
Professional photographer
and creator of the Spider Camera Holster
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Join the Spider revolution

Why you’ll never leave home without it:

Ergonomic

Secure

No back, shoulder and neck stress: the holster and
camera rest on your hip and leg complementing
your body movements. Carrying your camera has
never been more comfortable.

You will hear the camera click into its two-position
locking mechanism each time you return it to the
holster. The Spider fits on your belt at your body’s
center, which feels natural while when you are on
the move taking pictures.

Quick

Compatible

The holster sits conveniently at hip-level which gives
you instant access to your camera.

The Spider pin will screw into the base of any
camera, any make, period.

Durable

Beautiful

Pocket-sized and solid, the holster can take bumps
and travels like a pro.

No more contrived straps or bulky bags, just a nice
metallic shine (polish not included).

Visit our website for the latest product announcements:
www.spiderholster.com

